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Abstract: So long as sustainability represents the attempt to pacify the relationship between
societies and their natural environments, the concept must remain attentive to any findings about
the character of such relation. In this regard, the rise of the Anthropocene cannot be ignored
by environmental sociologists if a realistic understanding of sustainability is to be produced.
The Anthropocene is a scientific notion, grounded on geology and Earth-system science, that
plausibly suggests that human beings have colonized nature in a degree that has irreversibly
altered the functioning of planetary systems. As a result, social and natural systems have become
“coupled”. This paper tries to elucidate the consequences that an “Anthropocenic turn” would have
for sustainability studies. To such end, it will explore the related notions of hybridity and relational
agency as key aspects of a renewed view of nature. Correspondingly, it argues that cultivated capital
(rather than natural or manmade) must be the most important unit for measuring sustainability and
devising sustainable policies in a postnatural age.
Keywords: sustainability; environmental sociology; Anthropocene; nature; conservation; hybridity;
socioecological metabolism; technology

1. Introduction
Sustainability has been defined in many different ways throughout the years, but it seems fair
to assume that it can be said to represent the attempt to pacify the relationship between a society and
its natural environment—irrespective of the way in which the subsequent pacification is pursued.
Of course, there is no single definition of sustainability, but, more importantly, there is no single
way of being sustainable either: socionatural relations possess a plasticity that allow for a number
of possibilities depending, for instance, on the amount of natural capital (as opposed to manmade
capital) to be preserved or the reliance on technological solutions. Hence the ideological clashes
around this seemingly technical concept. However, the study of sustainability must remain attentive
to any findings on the character of socionatural relations. This is why environmental sociologists
cannot ignore the rise of the Anthropocene if a realistic understanding of sustainability is to be
produced. Such is the subject of this paper.
However, what is the Anthropocene? Broadly speaking, it is a geological concept that tries
to capture the change experienced in socionatural relations on a global scale after human activity
has exerted a huge influence on natural systems for millenia. The term itself suggests that the
Holocene is over: we would now be living in a new geological age due to our impact on the natural
environment [1]. As an overarching scientific notion, grounded on geology and Earth-system science,
it thus plausibly suggests that human beings have colonized nature in a degree that has irreversibly
altered the functioning of planetary systems.
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Yet two different meanings can be discerned. On the one hand, the Anthropocene is a given
historical period during which certain events have taken place. On the other, the Anthropocene is
a result, the consequence of those socionatural events and processes. In other words, it is both a
chronology (marked by the anthropogenic influence on natural systems during time) and a given
state of relations between society and nature. One that, in fact, blurs their separation.
Needless to say, such a hypothesis resonates strongly as far as sustainability is concerned: as
a general principle and as a particular technique that implements the latter in a given fashion.
Scientists are suggesting that natural and social systems are now coupled, since the extent of
the anthropogenic influence on ecological systems and natural processes is unprecedented [2,3].
This shift knows a large number of manifestations, among which climate change is surely the
most popular one. But others, from urbanization to desertification, from species invasion to species
extinction, must be added. Synthetic biology and growing genetic experimentation will just make this
list longer. That is why, even if geologists do not give official recognition to the new geological epoch,
this complex reality is not going to disappear. The Anthropocene is here to stay and environmental
sociology has to take it seriously, especially when dealing with sustainability.
After all, the Anthropocene seems to confirm that society and nature are not two separate entities
influencing each other, rather there exists a socionatural entanglement—that is, an irreversible,
complex, and increasingly hybrid socionatural system. However, paradoxically, this does not mean
that there remains no separation between human beings and nature. Ironically, it is because we have
separated ourselves from nature in a certain way throughout history that this deep entanglement has
been produced. In fact, that very separation allows us to be aware of this entanglement and offers
us the chance to re-arrange socionatural relations in a new, more refined way. It is the delusion of
naturalness that fades.
It should be noted, however, that not everyone is convinced that we are entering into a new
era. Not every geologist is a defender of the new chronology, to begin with. On the other hand,
the Anthropocene may be seen as a way of advancing a capitalistic narrative of colonization and
humanization, making abstract declarations about the role of “humanity” while sidelining more
particular questions about the responsibility of particular human groups over others, or just as a
continuation of the grand narratives of modernity that still hinders the realization of a more radical,
ecocentric political agenda. However, the grounds on which the hypothesis of the Anthropocene
rest are firm enough, irrespective of how the geological question will be answered. These critical
objections should rather be seen as part of the discussion on the Anthropocene, even though a possible
response to them is that the Anthropocene is in itself a way to frame socionatural relations that creates
a biased discussion in the first place.
The Anthropocene poses indeed a number of questions.
What are the implications
for environmental sociology? How does the Anthropocene change environmental sociology’s
self-perception? Are there intellectual resources that the discipline can turn to in order to deal with
this theoretical challenge? Moreover, what does the Anthropocene say about nature and socionatural
relations, and how does it affect sustainability? This paper will try to answer to these interrogations
in the following sections. It will suggest that the Anthropocene debate deeply affects—or should
affect—how sustainability is conceived, perceived, and searched for.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 will begin by considering how should
environmental sociology react to the Anthropocene and what are the resources that it can employ
in dealing with it. A classical concept advocated by Marx, that of socionatural metabolism, later
developed into that of socioecological metabolism in order to explain the particular relationship
established between a given society and its physical environment, is defended. Section 3 will turn
to sustainability, exposing the key question of substitutability, i.e., the degree in which natural
capital may be replaced by manufactured capital. Section 4 suggests that this frame may be
becoming obsolete, as the notion of natural capital loses its naturalness due to a general process
of socionatural hybridization that, for this very reason, must be taken into account by sustainability
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studies. Finally, Section 5 ponders what exactly the impact of hybridization in our understanding
of sustainability may be, suggesting that natural capital is doomed to lose prominence in favor of
manufactured capital. At the same time, this will diminish the force of the service argument in defense
of protecting natural capital, leaving moral arguments for the social desirability of such protection as
the most decisive ones. Section 6 offers a conclusion.
2. The Anthropocenic Turn in Environmental Sociology
It is well-known that environmental sociology was born as a correction of the environmental
deficit of classical sociology—a correction from within that however represents “a major departure
from sociology’s traditional neglect of environmental phenomena” [4]. According to this prevailing
view, modern classical sociology stressed human exceptionalism and was consolidated around
a humanistic worldview. For Catton and Dunlap, founding fathers of environmental sociology,
this “old exemptionalist paradigm” was to be contrasted with the “new environmental paradigm”
advanced by the new subdiscipline [5]. If classical sociology had been “constructed as if nature didn’t
matter” [6] rooted as it was in a “socio-cultural determinism” [7], environmental sociology was to put
the environment in its center.
Three major theoretical risks derive from these assumptions—risks that to some extent have
been confirmed in the practice of environmental sociology in the last decades, despite having also
found resistance within the discipline. Firstly, the neglect of classical sociology, understood as an
Anthropocenic enterprise oblivious to the presence of nature in social evolution—a neglect that
does not only create an unnecessary antagonism between classical and environmental sociology
but also made it difficult to find insights about the socionatural relation in the work of classical
sociologists. Secondly, the rejection of socio-cultural determinism was easily turned into an ecological
determinism that reduced the role of human agency within the socionatural relation and overvalued
the strength of ecological constraints vis-à-vis human societies. In so many predictions, the latter were
reduced to the condition of passive witnesses of an unavoidable ecological catastrophe, thus reducing
the range of possibilities allowed in the socionatural interaction as well as the ability of human
societies to shape its environment. In turn, this view exerted a major influence on sustainability,
seen as a human retreat from nature rather than as a reflective continuation of a complex process
of evolutionary adaptation that involve—in the case of the human species—the transformation of
nature. Thirdly, in close connection to this, the role of human beings was diminished as the weakest
part in the socionatural relation, a paradoxical position if we recall that the ecological crisis itself
would have been provoked by human beings themselves in their meddling with natural systems
throughout time. If anthropocentrism was strongly rejected, exemptionalism and exceptionalism too:
there was nothing special about human beings, as they are a part of nature and remains linked to and
dependent of the latter.
In hindsight, such unbalances are understandable. Environmental sociology had to compensate
for a prevailing anthropocentrism—almost an anthropocentrism by default—that had marked the
development of the discipline from the outset. Predictably, it has also been within the latter that those
risks have been, if not avoided, signaled. As a result, environmental sociology has grown more and
more sophisticated and is now ready to deal with the Anthropocene, which however represents a
major challenge to some core assumptions of environmental sociology as has been practiced so far.
If the assumptions behind the Anthropocene are taken seriously, it is plain to see how they do relate
to the theoretical risks just mentioned—confirming that some amendments are in order within the
discipline if it is to keep close to the reality of socionatural relations.
In this vein, it is revealing that the Anthropocene lends credit to those classical sociologists that
did pay attention to socionatural relations and took into account the environmental factor as a key one
in societal development. It does so in an unexpected way, namely, restoring the plausibility of human
exceptionalism. If humans have turned into great forces in natural evolution and have transformed
planetary systems while adapting to their environment, it cannot be denied that they belong to a
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species that, belonging to nature, separates itself from it. Human/nature dualism is not ontological,
but historical [8]. Ironically, this separation involves a deeper integration of human beings into
nature via the transformation of the latter, actually turned into human environment. This intimate
relationship between human beings and nature, that happens also to be a deeply transformative one,
was anticipated by Karl Marx [9] through his concept of “socio-ecological metabolism” (Stoffwechsel).
If we read Marx’s explanation under the new hermeneutical context provided by the Anthropocene,
he appears clearly as a contemporary:
“Labour is, first of all, a process between man and nature, a process by which man,
through his own actions, mediates, regulates and controls the metabolism between
himself and nature. He confronts the materials of nature as a force of nature. He sets
in motion the natural forces which belong to his own body, his arms, legs, head and
hands, in order to appropriate the materials of nature in a form adapted to his own
needs. Through this movement he acts upon external nature and changes it, and in
this way he simultaneously changes his own nature. (...) It (the labor process) is the
universal condition for the metabolic interaction (Stoffwechsel) between man and nature,
the everlasting nature-imposed condition of human existence” (my emphasis) [9].
To some extent, then, the Anthropocene might help to revive the old sociological paradigm, or
rather those aspects of it that are more helpful when the massive transformation of the environment
is to be explained. A successful transformation, it should be added: as the ecological catastrophes
announced by classical environmentalism have failed to materialize, contemporary environmental
sociology has to consider the possibility that there is no collapse at hand, but rather a complex
socionatural relationship that has be to regulated through sustainable policies not so much oriented
towards a human retreat from nature (which is not feasible anymore given the reciprocal imbrication
of social and natural systems) than towards a recognition of the multi-layered and hybrid nature of
the socionatural entanglement. Marx’s metabolic rift is not a flawless notion, but it points to the
right direction: that of recognizing the transformative powers of human agency and the dynamic
character of a relationship that ultimately responds to the particular way of being of the human
species. As Bellamy Foster, commenting Marx, points out:
“The material exchanges and regulatory action associated with the concept of metabolism
encompassed both ‘nature-imposed conditions’ and the capacity of human beings to affect
this process” [10].
It should be noted that Marx, albeit capturing the essential features of the socionatural relation,
failed to take some important aspects of it into account. On the one hand, human labor produces
a number of unintended, unforeseen consequences that in turn come to affect “nature-imposed
conditions”, as climate change so clearly shows. Moreover, the Anthropocene itself, mostly a product
of the industrial acceleration of economic growth, is one of those consequences. On the other, while
recognizing ecological constrictions, Marx did not go far enough in recognizing nature’s agency and
the reciprocal character of the influence that humanity and nature exert on each other. However, he
was quite interested in Darwin’s theory and it is reasonable to think that he might have endorsed a
Darwinian reading of the Anthropocene, i.e., one that explains socionatural history as the product of
human exceptionalism.
Other thinkers concerned with the future of environmental sociology have also stressed the
importance of metabolism and the nature/culture dichotomy, as well as the need to combine
structural and cultural perspectives, emphasizing both the centrality of human subjects and the
materiality of nature [11]. In the words of Frederick Buttel, a reasonable sociological approach
must consider “both ‘structure’ and ‘agency’, and the material and the symbolic” [12]. To such end,
environmental sociology is forced nowadays to make interdisciplinary contact with other disciplines
beyond the realm of social sciences, if the Anthropocene challenge is to be met. That is what
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Fischer-Kowalski and Weisz do when looking for insights in anthropology and biology that may
help to sustain their concept of “socioeconomic metabolism”, in itself an elaboration of Marx’s [13].
They search for a realistic account of socionatural relations, one that
“must take into consideration the possibility of biophysically relevant interactions
between symbolic (cultural) systems and the material world that are historically variable
and that are not compensated for by natural adaptation. This implies a conception of
cultural evolution beyond anthropological adaptationism” [13].
As I have suggested elsewhere [14], there are currents of evolutionary theory that provide
an explanation of human beings ways on Earth that meets these requirements and should not
be overlooked by environmental sociologists. They may serve as underlying foundations for an
environmental sociology that puts an updated notion of socionatural metabolism at its core. On the
one hand, Historical Ecology claims that changes in socionatural relations are caused by history
rather than evolution, focusing on the interaction between cultures and environments, the latter
beinf adapted to societies and not the opposite way [15]. Human agency is thus fully recognized
as a transformative force [16,17]. On its part, niche-construction theory holds that organisms do
adapt to their environments changing them through a strategy of niche-construction that in the
case of human beings is turbocharged by cultural accumulation and transmission [18–20]. That is
why adaptationism should be reconsidered as a model for explaining human-environment relations,
replacing it instead with a model that puts emphasis on a transformative human agency that is both
the problem (creating the ecological crisis in the first place) and the remedy (providing solutions
through a number of ways) [21].
Moreover, niche-construction theory, grounded as it is in the operations of human culture in a
given environmental context, leaves room for recognizing that any socionatural interaction is socially
bounded and culturally constrained. Instead of possessing unique features in any given time and
space, socionatural relations vary relatively in different social settings, thus producing disparate
“socio-ecological regimes” [22]. This is an advantage over rigidly anti-essentialist views of nature,
since that plurality of regimes is encompassed under the broader context of a universal drive towards
aggressive adaptation—a species drive. It should be added that this interplay between structure and
variation belongs quite naturally to the province of sociology.
As a result, the universal human drive towards adaptation manages exhibits a good deal
of variability, since the social re-construction of nature in which it consists leads to different
socio-ecological regimes depending on local circumstances as much as on cultural representations.
In fact, they interact continuously. However, it is also true that national and local societies are
gradually converging around a “Western” Weltanschaaung that unifies values and technologies
alike. Globalization and digiticization are accelerating this process, by which particular patterns of
socionatural interaccion are being eroded.
Nevertheless, an important side-effect of the Anthropocenic narrative is the normalization of
capitalism. By stressing the species ways of being rather than blaming particular episodes of human
history, the Anthropocene suggest that the aggressive adaptation to the natural environment is a
universal human drive, a permanent feature of socionatural relations—not a trait of capitalism or
the particular effect of the capitalistic treatment of nature. The idea that capitalism “produces”
nature, thus, is misleading [23]. It is true that, in Smith’s own phrasing, “first nature” is replaced
by an entirely different, produced, “nature”. However, capitalism is an accelerator of an otherwise
unavoidable process of human colonization and transformation of the environment, not its prime
cause. Needless to say, the way in which capitalism “produces” nature merits research as a
particular—and particularly intense—episode of a wider story [24].
Another feature of socionatural relations that the Anthropocene has reinforced and thus
highlighted is hybridity. Environmental sociologists have claimed for long a time now that hybrids
are the new normal in this realm, so that the discipline is now well-prepared for recognizing the
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degree in which this feature has been intensified in the Anthropocene. As Bruno Latour argued,
hybrids do not fall into either of the competing categories of social or natural but instead weave
together elements of both. Humans and non-humans cannot be separated anymore, rather they
are embedded in networks where their respective boundaries become increasingly diffuse [25]. The
social and the natural, in other words, should be seen as “actively generated co-constructions” [26].
Society and nature influence each other at all levels, making society a natural force as much as
making nature a societal force [27]. The Anthropocene shows, in a number of ways, how difficult
it has become to disentangle the natural and the social—but mostly because the natural has been
colonized by the social, influenced by it, transformed in different degrees. There is no pure nature
anymore, but different scales of “naturalness” depending on the particular history of a living being, a
natural process, an ecosystem. Although society and nature are now coupled and they form actually a
socionatural entanglement, social and natural agency should not be conflated: human actors are more
powerful agents of change than natural actants. An Anthropocenic turn in environmental sociology
must recognize the primacy of human transformative powers, both intentional and unintentional.
An environmental sociology for the Anthropocene age should then be one that, as
Fischer-Kowalski and Weisz suggested seventeen years ago, should distinguish between two key
processes of socionatural interactions: socioeconomic metabolism (refered to the material exchange
between social and natural systems) and colonization of natural processes (that is, the intentional and
unintentional alteration of natural beings and processes through different means) [13]. It is the extent
to which this colonization has taken place that merits such a powerful label as the Anthropocene.
Crucially, the recognition of human transformative powers involve a more open approach towards
sustainability, namely, one that is not so concerned with technical limits to human action or social
development but rather more interested in the discussion about the most desirable social organization
vis-à-vis the natural environment. The plasticity of socionatural relations, which arguably was always
greater than classical environmental sociology acknowledged, makes supposedly rigid ecological
limits rather contestable. For instance, when Dunlap and Catton discuss the functions performed by
ecosystems, they may well claim that “exceeding the capacity of a given ecosystem to fulfill one of the
three functions may disrupt not only its ability to fulfill the other two, but also its ability to continue
to function at all” [28], thus leading to ecological unsustainability and socionatural collapse—yet it
debatable whether an ecosystem possesses anymore a fixed, unchangeable capacity, or whether this
capacity can be altered, or stretched, through social intervention.
In sum, a postnatural environmental sociology, i.e., a sociology that undergoes an Anthropocenic
turn, should then be grounded on the following premises:
(i) A recognition of the extent to which society has colonized nature, up to the point where the
proposition that the latter has ended is not incongruous—if we understand this ending as the
pervasive influence of society on nature. The most important result of such colonization is
hybridization, the mixture of the natural with the social.
(ii) Nature and society thus form a socionatural entanglement, a reflection of their co-evolution and
co-construction throughout history—a process, which, however, does not preclude the primacy
of the human agency due to the potency of human transformative powers.
(iii) This process of colonization and transformation is in itself the product of the human species
particular way of being, according to which there exists a universal drive towards adaptation that
takes the form of an aggressive adaptation wherein the physical environment is transformed: a
niche-construction process that in the case of humans is accelerated by cultural transmission and
admits, despite its universality, regional and local variations.
(iv) Socionatural relations are thus expressed through a number of socio-ecological regimes that
organize them in different settings, depending on the way in which each society relates
itself with its natural environment (type of socionatural metabolism, degree and forms of
colonization, system of beliefs). Globalization, economic growth and the diffusion of technology
are increasingly reducing those differences in the Anthropocene age.
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(v) This means that socionatural relations are not marked by the logic of limits emphasized by
classical environmentalism and early environmental sociology, but defined on the contrary
by a plasticity that is scientifically and technologically enforced. As a result, there is no
single sustainability, but a plurality of potential sustainabilities—or sustainable socioecological
regimes—depending on what value choices are made when deciding which is the most desirable
relationship with natural systems, forms and beings.
As Field et al. have noted, much environmental sociology is done in a “grand theory” mode,
reflecting a tendency to approach the environment in relatively general terms rather than seeing it as
endowed with particular features that vary in different settings with consequences for populations
or communities [29]. Ideally, an environmental sociology for the Anthropocene should be able to
combine both perspectives, so that middle-range work supports and illuminates what grand theories
have to say. This is especially the case in the field of sustainability studies, where a delicate balance
has to be achieved wherein theoretical insights are not made in an empirical vacuum, while at the
same time the latter do not impose an straitjacket on sociological imagination, all the more now that
technological acceleration opens up new perspectives on what is technically possible in this realm
with alarming speed.
If we turn our attention to sustainability, the question is: How does a postnatural understanding
of nature affect it? Why is the Anthropocene a game-changer that makes old views on the
subject obsolete and forces environmentalism to reframe the sustainability question, abandoning
survivalism in favor of a vision of the good sustainable society? The key question concerns
how substitutability—the core concept in advanced notions of sustainability—is affected by
increasing hybridity.
3. The Substitutability Question
Once a powerful but ultimately vague notion associated with issues of social justice and fair
economic development, sustainability has become a complex and refined concept that revolves
around a number of neatly identified issues—from different forms of capital to ecosystem services.
Information technologies are helping to make more precise measurements and to monitorize the
outcomes of environmental policies and conservation programs. At the same time, sustainability
has been relocated into a wider framework, namely, the social response to global warming—in itself
another, yet the most spectacular, manifestation of the Anthropocene. Therefore, sustainability is
linked to strategies of mitigation and adaptation that emphasize the consumption of energy and the
production of food for an increasing population as key aspects of any sustainable global society.
For classical environmentalists, sustainability is still a tool for political transformation, yet the
association between sustainability and a radically democratized, postcapitalistic, frugal society is
weaker than ever. In fact, climate change and the related notion of the Anthropocene expose the
flaws of the classical green view of sustainability.
In this regard, social justice used to be seen as an important basis for sustainability [30], but,
despite the usefulness of multi-dimensional approaches and the political attraction that exerts its
association to human development [31,32], it is fair to say that socionatural patterns of interaction are
now considered the most relevant indicator for identifying different modes of sustainability. After all,
if every sustainable society must operate according to a particular socioecological regime [13], it
makes sense to focus on the way in which the socionatural interaction is to be dealt with.
Essentially, what has to be decided in each case—but also globally if problems such as climate
change are to be tackled—is how much nature must be protected. Or, in other words, the degree to
which natural capital is to be substituted by human-made capital. How much natural capital can be
substituted becomes thus the key question. In other words, we have to decide how to keep a sufficient
pool of resources irrespective of whether we are willing to preserve nature for its own sake, to pass
on a high level of welfare to future generations, or to avoid climate apocalypse. Such reasons are
technically irrelevant, although they are of course politically crucial.
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Introduced by economists in the early 1990s [33,34], the concept of capital natural has become
a key one insustainability studies. That is hardly surprising, since it is very helpful for describing
the social uses of nature, thus making it easier to bring sustainability issues into economic reasoning
and political decision-making [35]. As such, capital natural is made up of all natural resources that
humans employ for human ends. This usage is what makes nature a resource, despite the fact that
sometimes nature performs functions for humans without even being touched (the satisfaction of
aesthetic or moral needs, for instance). Properly speaking, natural capital is a meta-concept that
identifies different functions and benefits that nature provides to humans [36].
Therefore, natural capital is not directly observable. It has to be humanly used as such to be
included in that category. Likewise, particular materials or chemical processes might be excluded
from such consideration for a long time, until a way of using them for human needs is discovered.
Hence the contingency of nature as capital. On the other hand, usages can change or become multiple,
as biofuels come to show. However, if such a wide concept is to be operational, it has to be refined by
distinguishing between different subtypes of natural capital, as well as by sorting out their relative
importance for human beings according to the usage they make of it.
Natural capital is thus a part of the capital on which human depend for surviving and thriving.
Other forms of capital are human-made (comprising human creations and human capital itself)
and cultivated ones (the latter encompassing domesticated animals, cultivated plants, and all kinds
of manipulated beings and habitats) [37]. Both categories can also be unified under the label
“manufactured capital”. Ultimately, both human-made capital and cultivated capital depend on
nature: either by using directly natural stuff or re-orienting living natural entities and components
for human ends. Different socio-ecological regimes will use differently and in disparate degrees these
varieties of capital.
Likewise, within natural capital writ large, the most relevant criterion for further distinctions
is the relative importance of the contribution that different segments of the former make to human
survival and welfare. Thus the distinction between disposable (irrelevant), fungible (important but
not crucial), and critical (irreplaceable) natural capital. An important warning to be made is that
irreversibility should not be conflated with criticality. They are two different qualities: the loss of a
natural being or habitat may be irreversible, but not necessarily critical. Properly speaking, criticality
should refer to those natural components or entities whose loss might seriously compromise human
survival or means a severe curtailment of its welfare. They have to be irreversible and irreplaceable,
the environmental functions they perform not being amenable to substitution by cultivated or
human-made capital. Unfortunately, it is as of yet difficult to know for certain which ecosystems
and functions are critical and which are not [38]. Moreover, the definition of critical natural capital
relies not only on our capacity to supply factual knowledge about socio-ecological systems, but
also on discussions about the values that underline our use of natural capital [39]. Thus, neither
irreplaceability nor criticality is an absolute category.
Another way of looking at this problem is to distinguish between natural stocks and funds [39,40].
As their names suggest, stocks are consumed after being used, while funds can be used indefinitely.
Whereas coal and oil belong to the former category and adopt the form of flows, the latter include
living (air, water, sun) and non-living nature (plants or animals) that comes in the form of service
provision. This should make it easier to measure irreversibility and irreplaceability. However, a
relational approach incorporating ecosystems is advisable, since both flows and services depend on
the systemic relacions that make up for the latter.
Yet an interesting addition to this taxonomy is provided by environmentalists who are worried
about things other than human survival and welfare. Non-economic usages of nature should be
added to the concept of natural capital, lest the reductionist view of neo-classical economics is
reproduced [41]. Thus, if we leave functionality aside, what needs recognition is the intrinsic value
of nature. The latter is represented by those natural units -whether beings or habitats- that represent
unique ecological associations [42]. These units are like a living memory of natural evolution and as
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such not substitutable. Holland suggests calling them “units of significance” [42]. Their value lies in
their meaning, a living meaning that disappears with them.
However, how are we going to decide? Where does the critical quality of natural capital lie?
Is every natural form meaningful, or we have to choose between greater and lesser “meanings”, due
to the impossibility of protecting everything? A further distinction has to be introduced between
goods, functions and services, as provided by natural systems. A good is resource provided by
ecosystem components, whereas functions and services are structural conditions for human life and
are performed by ecosystem processes [34]. In turn, four functions can be identified: regulation of
ecological processes and systems of life support; production of raw materials, food, genetic resources;
habitat provision, so that plants and animals have an habitat to live in, thus helping to preserve
biodiversity; information functions that are related to moral or aesthetic human needs, as well as to the
provision of research, cultural, or historical data. However, the latter category does not do enough to
prevent the critique that the services argument cannot explain why those caring for nature want to
preserve it and is thus ultimately harmful [43]. We will come back to this.
A particular sustainability will be defined by how it does decide upon the protection and
management of these different categories of capital—their combination and reciprocal relations.
This will produce a given level of human welfare, as well as a given degree of natural protection.
However, being self-evident that some amount of natural capital is to be preserved, it is unclear
which is the precise degree of protection that is required. There is no consensus on the right level of
protection. If we could determine which assets are critical, in fact, there would be no conflict between
different positions on substitutability whatsoever [44]. This is especially clear regarding information
functions, since people may have different views about them, i.e., about the amount of nature that has
to be preserved for them to be provided. The same goes for units of significance.
Moreover, the absence of scientific certainty about how much natural capital should be protected
on account of its criticality just adds to the confusion. To suggest that a given amount of natural
capital might be substituted is different than saying it must be kept at all cost. Usually this opposite
views are summarized in the distinction between weak and strong models of sustainability. The weak
ones accepts high rates of substitution, whereas the strong ones restrict the substitution of natural
capital, thus enlarging the scope of criticality [45]. But it is impossible to know for sure which is right.
A further, fundamental reason for that uncertainty is that we cannot know in advance what parts
of nature that now seem to be critical or just important will be substitutable inb the future—so that,
leaving normative claims and historical meanings aside, the irreversible natural capital of today may
just be the disposable or fungible natural capital of tomorrow.
Somehow, sustainability studies assume a stable nature as an object of analysis and a measure
for calculations regarding the provision of goods and the performing of functions and services to
humankind. However, what if nature has changed? What if the process of hybridization that is the
side-effect of the human colonization of nature has altered the workings of natural systems? What if
the human ability to transform nature has fewer limits than expected?
4. The Great Hybridization and Its Consequences
The central claim in the Anthropocene hypothesis is that human beings have been a major
agent in natural evolution, and increasingly so since the Industrial Revolution began. As a result,
it has become more and more difficult to distinguish between societies and environments, since they
have merged into a complex socionatural entanglement. This process of human colonization and
appropriation makes sense from an evolutionary perspective. It is not thus an aberration, but the
logical result of the aggressive adaptation that distinguishes the species way of being.
This historical process is also a process of hybridization by which nature is gradually losing its
autonomy from society. Habitats, natural processes, animals become increasingly affected by human
activity, irrespective of whether that influence is visible or not. It makes sense to see the Anthropocene
as culminating The Great Hybridization of society and nature. Whereas the best metaphor for the
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human recombination is provided by Haraway's cyborg [46], natural hybridization has been defined
by Latour a process by which nature is transformed into nature-culture objects resulting from social
activities and practices [47]. This in turn means that assemblages are more important than ontologies,
since the category of "the natural" becomes increasingly meaningless [48]. Moreover, the process by
which hybridization is produced counts more than the hybrid itself [49], because the latter cannot be
simply reduced to its components, but produces an emergent novelty whose qualities are the result
of an association [50,51]. Old dualisms that separate nature from culture or the mind from the body
are thus not the best tools to understand this new material reality.
It is the Anthropocene that comes to show that hybridization is the new normal. Ellis and
Ramankutty have introduced the notion of “anthropogenic biomes” to describe the lack of
"naturalness" of basic ecological units [52]. Natural purity was already under attack from cultural
historians [53], but the idea that what looks like nature is nature remains firmly entrenched.
That is wrong:
“Anthropogenic biomes are best characterized as heterogeneous landscape mosaics,
combining a variety of different land uses and land covers. Urban areas are embedded
within agricultural areas, trees are interspersed with croplands and housing, and
managed vegetation is mixed with semi-natural vegetation (e.g., croplands are embedded
within rangelands and forests)” [52].
This comes to demonstrate how the social and the natural are intermingled in a deep fashion
all over the Earth, an embeddedness of ecosystems and social systems that actually “couples”
them [2,54]. At the same time, new patterns of biodiversity are emerging, as this logic of intentional
and unintentional recombination is intensified. Examples abound, from rocks made of plastics
and corals in Hawaii to species invasions and alterations in phenotypic characteristics of exploited
species [53,55]. Moreover, some talk of “Homogocene” to reflect how those species that best adapt
to human systems become predominant over those specialist ones that have lived in isolation [56].
Others, though, make a different point, emphasizing how this general alteration in biodiversity
will actually produce new habitats and species or put into contact species formerly separated [57].
Needless to say, this is of the utmost importance for any conception of sustainability that includes
the preservation of natural forms among its goals: if it is not clear what is natural, or what does
it mean to preserve original habitats, to decide upon how to organize conservation becomes more
confusing in the Anthropocene. Classical environmental management does not look like a reasonable
guide anymore [58]. Restoration is an increasingly meaningless notion, unless historical fidelity is
taken as a guiding principle rather than a rigid goal [59] and new socioecological conditions are
integrated into the analysis [60]. Leaving nature to restore itself isolating particular habitats from
social contamination (“wild adaptation”) [61] or reintroducing lost species in new environments
("rewilding) [62] have also been proposed as alternatives for a climate-changed world.
Yet there is a different pathway, namely that of forgetting about this old grammar and departing
from the assumption that nature as it used to be does not exist anymore: natural spaces are entities
that lie in the past and cannot be recovered. A shift should thus be fostered towards ecological
design and management, a strategy of conservation that forgets about prehuman landscapes and
goes for a more diverse and promiscuous human-nature entanglement that is, at the same time,
more human-friendly [63]. However, the complexity of the Anthropocene should be kept in mind
when dealing with this delicate issue, so that a case-by-case approach should be privileged lest we
prevent ecosystems from performing their functions and providing their services. Intact ecosystems
still active in remote areas, for instance, should be preserved [64]. Them aside, though, a postnatural
ontology is the signature of the Anthropocene [65]. As Baldwin has suggested, nature is now
but a socio-political sphere produced and made sense of thanks to technological and ideational
practices [66]. Such view is now common within the social sciences [67].
To embrace the idea of the Anthropocene means thus to advance towards an understanding of
nature that takes human influence on it seriously—before considering the moral implications of that
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influence. What the Anthropocene hypothesis states is that there is no way back for human beings,
because we are not just embedded in nature, but also entangled with it in an irreversible and complex
way. Sustainability is not, cannot be, what it used to be.
5. Rethinking Sustainability in the Anthropocene
In order to reflect on sustainability in the postnaural age, the classical distinction between weak
and strong sustainabilities does not seem the most appropriate under the new light provided by
the Anthropocene and the hybridization process it aptly summarizes. The main reason is that the
latter is troublesome for a meaningful distinction between different types of capital. Despite its
apparent clarity, categories such as human-made and natural capital serve to obscure a relational,
bizarre material reality where mutual contamination and recombination are actually prevalent. It also
creates a misunderstanding about the possibility to devise an ethics of substitutability or even
about the feasibility of a strong sustainability. That is also why the notion of cultivated capital
should be privileged in this context as the one that captures best the paradoxes of sustainability in
the Anthropocene.
Sustainability involves designing a socionatural relation that can be maintained in the long term.
It concerns that relation as such, but the latter are by definition dynamic and changing. But if human
beings have become the main agent of change with the passing of time, how useful it is to employ
the category of natural capital? Nature is a living and reproductive entity [68]. Nature is not to be
seen anymore as an entity affected by the damaging influence of an external agent (humanity), but
rather as a dynamic compound of influences of which human beings are an increasingly important
one. There is even talk of “technonatures”, a term that tries to convey the fact that this socionatural
entanglement involve the mediation of diverse hybrid materialities and non-human [69].
Yet could it not be the case that substitutability itself has become a flawed category? As such, it
presupposes the idea of nature being replaced by something made by humans. But what we find is
rather the mixing of the natural and the social, their reciprocal assimilation. An alternative concept
is that of “biofacts”, describing entities originated or influenced by human activity or design, be the
latter outwardly visible or not [66]. An important question is thus whether we wish to protect nature's
integrity or just their apparent naturalness.
But the natural is not an absolute category, but a quality that can be measured in degrees.
There is a genetic nature and a qualitative nature, as Dieter Birnbacher has argued: one is historial
and alludes to the existence of nature without human intervention, the other is phenomenological
and comprises the natural entities that can be affected by human activity [70]. Which one is to be
protected? And what that does mean exactly? Three possibilities arise: (i) protecting environmental
functions, which might entail preserving entire ecosystems or substituting them in different degreesm
depending on their criticality; (ii) preserving nature in a genetic sense, that is, the integrity of beings
and habitats and systems; or (iii) taking care of nature in a qualitative sense, which involves maintaining
natural forms whichever it is the true anthropogenical impact that lies behind that appearance
of naturalness.
These are the main dimensions along which a postnatural sustainabi lity should be defined.
The discussion about different forms of capital, including subtypes of natural capital, must also
relate to them. Apparently, we should pay attention to the environmental functions performed by
nature as a whole, so that those that are essential to our welfare are sufficiently provided [33,71].
But if enough stock is to be preserved in order to guarantee the provision of those functions into the
future, the question remains as to how much natural stock is that and of which kind. At this point, the
multi-functionality of natural capital must be underlined. Pelenc and Ballet sum up this idea through
a simple example:
“natural capital is multifunctional i.e., in certain situations it can provide several services
simultaneously. For example, the flow of water in a river can provide biological services
(the reproduction of fish), economic services (the fish can be caught or the flow can
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be used to produce hydroelectricity), and recreational services (bathing in the river).
This multidimensional aspect of natural capital means that it is unlikely for manufactured
capital to act as an appropriate substitute” [72].
Different forms of capital should thus be seen as complementary in producing human
wellbeing [73]. For those who argue that those functions depend on the relations within and between
ecosystems, replacements and substitutions are actually dangerous options. Moreover, due to our
lack of knowledge about how natural systems function, we cannot know for certain what the effects
of destroying natural capital will be on human well [74]. Therefore, the strong sustainability approach
assumes that the substitutability between natural capital and other forms of capital should be strictly
limited to the circumstances where the use of the services provided by natural capital does not lead
to the irreversible destruction of this capital because its depletion cannot be compensated for by
investing in other forms of capital [73].
However, we might very well develop the ability to replace those functions. What if today’s
irreversibility is tomorrow’s replaceability? Substitutability would then be less a danger than a matter
of choice: a choice involving a decision about the amount of nature that we wish to protect on grounds
other than its contribution to human survival and welfare, i.e., aesthetical, moral, philosophical,
and recreational. The moral one appears to be the strongest and is surely the one most clearly
associated with environmentalism. It is ultimately a fairly simple one: nature should be conceived
in non-instrumental terms. Were this rule to be followed, substitution would be severely restricted
on ontological terms [75]. It is history and historical processes what matter accordingo to Holland,
not the attributes displayed by a particular natural entity: meaning belongs to nature in a historic
sense, irrespective of its external qualities [76]. That is, nature in a historic sense, irrespective of its
external qualities. A theoretical path that leads to the ecocentric mandate according to which even
when substitution is possible, should not be made [36]. According to this view, there is no such thing
as a substitution—only a loss.
This moral position notwithstanding, the maing goal of a sustainable society is to maintain a
durable socionatural relations into the future, not conservation as such. It may include conservation,
trying to protect nature in either (or both) a historic or qualitative sense—but properly speaking
it does not have to. Nothing prevents that a given sustainable society protects irreversible natural
capital without doing the same with nature’s “units of significance”: the meaning could be lost while
the functions are kept. Paradoxically, though, substitution might help to protect nature’s intrinsic
value, as in preserving whales by replacing whale oil with electric light.
Enters hybridization, though. Natural capital will arguably maintain its relevance for the time
being, but it is important to take into account how much natural systems and processes have mixed
up with social ones. Therefore, an enlarged conception of cultivated capital seems much more central
to the discussion on sustainability in a postnatural age. This includes not only domesticated animals,
as well as livestock, fisheries, and plants that are submitted to human control and breeding, but
also reconstituted materials of any kind that involve a conscious human recombination of natural
beings. Critical natural capital is by no means to be dismissed, partly because it possesses a great
political value as a reminder of nature's otherness and intrinsic value. At the same time, though,
it should be acknowledged that it is not a closed category: what is critical today might stop being
so in the future on account of scientific and technnological innovations. Moreover, critical nature
may also keep its functionality despite it being altered or intervened upon without being thoroughly
substituted. It would thus not be less critical, but certainly less natural. It can become cultivated
capital as well, since it is not ludicrous to expect that natural capital as such will be cultivated in the
Anthropocene age: synthetic biology is just in its infancy. Sustainability in the Anthropocene will not
be viable without science and technology acting as key facilitators of environmental adaptation.
By itself, this does not answer how much nature should be protected aside from that which
is considered in a given moment unsubstitutable on account of its criticality as provider of basic
environmental functions. There are two different questions at stake: the amount of nature that we
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have to protect and that which we would like to see preserved: whereas the former should be answered
on technical grounds, the latter depends on normative judgments. And how do we answer the first
one will most likely influence how do we answer the second. It is bound to be a complex, forever
ongoing discussion. Conclusions will always be temporary, for at least two reasons.
Firstly, apparent limits to replaceability will be moved forward science and technology provides
new solutions. Irreversible natural capital may turn into fungible or disposable one, so that the
amount of nature deemed as critical may diminish with the passing of time. This likelihood introduces
a key difference in the debate on sustainability, because the design of the latter will not depend on
whether a particular version of it is feasible or not, but rather on whether it is desirable. Proponents of
strong versions of sustainability may conflate these two sets of arguments: technical feasibility and
moral desirability. In fact, they do just that whenever the cultural functions of the environment are
taken as critical or certain technical limits are taken as absolute rather than contingent.
Secondly, social prevalent views on nature may very well change too, thus changing in turn a
given consensus on how much nature should be protected. As Holland remarks, we may develop new
assumptions about natural capital utility [42]. However, this value change could make the protection
of qualitative nature more desirable. There is no reason to think that a greater substitutability (in
technical terms) will necessarily diminish the preference for naturalness (in moral or aesthetical or
recreational terms). In fact, there are reasons to think that both fondness for charismatic animals
and for recreational nature (mountains, natural reserves, beaches) are strong incentives to protect
nature in a qualitative sense—at least in a degree that makes the satisfaction of these human needs
possible. Ironically, global tourism may help to preserve those landscapes that it came to endanger in
the first place.
In sum, notions such as substitution and criticality, as well as the traditional distinction between
two types of sustainability depending on whether it provides a strong or a weak defence of nature
should not be taken for granted in a postnatural age. In the Anthropocene, the question of nature
should be discussed in a framework that recognizes the fact of hybridization and gives a more
prominent role to cultivated capital in an extended sense.
6. Conclusions
This paper has explored how the Anthropocene—namely, those insights about the current
state of the socionatural relation that the Anthropocene hypothesis lays on the table—affects
currents understanding of sustainability from the vantage point of environmental sociology, which
also involves considering the impact of the Anthropocene for environmental sociology itself.
In this regard, the discipline´s self-perception has revolved around the distinction between an
ecological paradigm and an anthropocentric one, the former trying to correct classical sociology’s
inclination to dismiss natural constraints in favor of a sociocultural determinism, behind which an
anthropocentric worldview is discernible. However, the Anthropocene involves a restoration of
human exceptionalism, by showing how the human species way of adapting to the environment
is grounded on the ability to transform the latter through a process of niche construction that
cultural transmission (between and through generations) provides with unparalleled potency.
Nature’s transformation and domination is thus not a choice or an evolutionary accident, but
an expression of the species way of being. As a result, after the modern acceleration, further
intensified after World War II, human colonization of nature has reached unprecedented degrees,
ushering a process of socionatural hybridization that—leaving appearances aside—involves a
ubiquitous social influence on natural forms, beings, and habitats. The corresponding plasticity of
socionatural relations, made possible by scientific and technological intervention, should be taken
into consideration when reflecting upon sustainability.
As for sustainability itself, this paper has argued that it cannot be conceived anymore as if
hybridization and advanced technologies did not exist. Its reliance on the notion of natural capital
should be disputed, since it is not clear for how long this category maintain will its vigor in the face
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of an increasing substitutability. It is rather manufactured capital, and above all cultivated capital
(that which is based upon the intended hybridization of social and natural forms and beings), that
should be put at the center of a reinvigorated, Anthropocene-friendly understanding of sustainability.
However, this does not mean that those parts of nature that remain less touched by human influence
or express the latter in less visible—more “natural”—ways (such as pets, landscapes, forests, and
beaches) is to be abandoned to the hands of a destructive technology. On the contrary, there are
good reasons to expect a further displacement of social values in the direction of preservation.
Most likely, though, moral arguments will have less relevance than emotional, aesthetic and
recreational ones. Furthermore, this preservation will not be accepted if it hinders current and future
levels of welfare—global middle classes are on the rise. Thus it seems advisable that environmental
sociology, as well as environmentalism writ large, exerts an Anthropocenic turn. Only by doing so
will they remain relevant in the redefinition of socionatural relations and hence sustainability that is
already taking place.
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